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Abstract 
 
 

Most of the vehicular network simulators consist of a combination of mobility models 

(deals with vehicular traffic, road topologies and maps) and network models (concerns 

with the communication patterns between the vehicles). ASH (Application-aware 

SWANS with Highway mobility) is a vehicular network simulator which is an extension 

of JiST / SWANS (Java in Simulation Time / Scalable Wireless Adhoc Network 

Simulator) that enables feedback between the mobility model and the network model. It 

also contains extensions to implement the IDM (Intelligent Driver Model) car-following 

and MOBIL lane-changing models. Martin Treiber, one of the developers of IDM and 

MOBIL models, built a MicroApplet. This simple Java Applet demonstrates the control 

measures involved in a traffic scenario like speed limits, restrictions for lane-changing 

and traffic flow control on ramps. So, in order to validate the IDM and MOBIL 

components which are added in ASH, I have compared it with the Treiber's MicroApplet. 

I created similar scenarios and ran the simulation on the two different simulators. Upon 

running the simulations, I observed the results by plotting graphs. Based on the results 

obtained by interpreting the graphs, I have come to the conclusion that the IDM and 

MOBIL extensions in ASH function similarly to the IDM and MOBIL components in 

Treiber's MicroApplet which provides the required validation. 
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1. Introduction 
Vehicular Networks is a research topic that has drawn the interest of many contemporary 

researchers because it promises to improve road safety and the overall vehicular traffic 

scenario. It encompasses the inter-communication between vehicles and road-side units 

to transfer significant information across the network that can be used for several 

purposes like communicating traffic congestion status.  
 

In order to turn the whole concept of Vehicular Networks into reality, we need a large 

amount of infrastructure for equipping real cars with new devices needed for 

communication. This is not only an expensive procedure but it is also very difficult. So, 

before we go ahead with the implementation, we test the ideas by using Vehicular 

Simulators that create virtual traffic scenarios. Then we apply the networking 

components to see how they affect the traffic scenario and vice-versa. The basic goal of 

these Simulators is to approach realistic situations. 

 

One of the methods of approaching realistic situations is by introducing an Intelligent 

Driver Model (IDM). The basic idea of IDM is that the vehicles maintain a safe 

following distance between them so that they do not come closer to each other than this 

distance. The decision of a vehicle to accelerate or brake depends on the distance from 

the vehicle immediately ahead of it. This model is implemented by creating a number of 

virtual traffic obstacles. 

 

Fig. 1 shows how two vehicles can maintain safe distance between them. Part (a) shows 

that the gap between Car B and Car A is very small which could lead to collision when 

Car A puts the brakes on. In order to maintain safe distance and avoid the possibility of 

collision, Car B can decelerate or Car A can accelerate as shown in part (b).  
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Fig. 1 Maintaining Safe Distance 

 

The other concept for making the vehicular simulators more realistic is called 

Minimizing Overall Braking Induced by Lane changes (MOBIL). Given a traffic 

scenario with many vehicles following other vehicles closely, there could be situations 

like accidents ahead in one lane that could lead to all the vehicles braking. In order to 

prevent this braking by all these vehicles, this model suggests that some of the vehicles 

could change their lane and avoid decelerating. This would take into consideration all the 

neighboring vehicles and their probability of letting other vehicles move in front of them 

and change their lane. This probability is called the Politeness Factor. 

 

Fig. 2 explains Politeness Factor. The probability of Car B letting Car A change its lane 

and move in front of it by decelerating is called Politeness Factor. If Car B does not yield 

to Car B, then Car A cannot change its lane as Car B is not being polite.  
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Fig. 2 Politeness Factor 

 

ASH or Application-aware SWANS with Highway Mobility was developed by Khaled 

Ibraham, a former PhD student of ODU. It is an extension of JiST / SWANS (Java in 

Simulation Time / Scalable Wireless Adhoc Network Simulator). The enhanced version 

i.e. ASH features a feedback mechanism between the mobility model and the network 

model. The mobility model deals with vehicular traffic, road topologies and maps, 

whereas, the network model concerns with the communication patterns between the 

vehicles. Hence, to provide a feedback mechanism would enable the vehicular simulator 

to become more functional and more realistic. The IDM and MOBIL concepts described 

above have been added to this vehicular simulator. But, there has been no validation 

regarding the functioning of these models in this simulator. 

 

Martin Treiber, one of the developers of IDM and MOBIL models, built a very simple 

MicroApplet using Java. This simple Java Applet demonstrates the control measures 

involved in a traffic scenario like speed limits, restrictions for lane-changing and traffic 

flow control on ramps. Fig. 3 shows how the MicroApplet looks like. 
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Fig. 3 Treiber’s MicroApplet 

 

As already mentioned above, the IDM and MOBIL models that are added to the ASH 

vehicular simulator have not yet been validated and hence, before we can use these 

models in the simulator, we need to know if they are functioning the way they should be. 

For this reason, I made the use of Martin Treiber’s MicroApplet and used the results 

obtained by this Applet by undergoing it through certain experiments to compare it with 

the results of the tests run on the ASH vehicular simulator and hence validating it. The 

reason for using Treiber’s MicroApplet was because it is created by one of the 

developers of the IDM and MOBIL models and hence, it must be accurate. 
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2. Motivation 
I started this project as a class project and then continued this as my Master’s project. 

The validation of the IDM and MOBIL models in the ASH vehicular simulator would be 

helpful for the future research projects developed using this vehicular simulator, which is 

currently used by the research team under Dr. Michele Weigle. 

 
 

3. Method of Validation 
In order to validate the IDM and MOBIL parameters in ASH, I had to run several tests 

on the simulator as well as the MicroApplet. To develop a common ground for running 

the tests, I had to make several changes to both the programs, without making any 

modifications to the basic algorithm used by them. The changes that I made concerned 

with creating a basic traffic scenario for running the tests for example creating a linear 

road or highway without any stops or signals. I had to consider several common 

simulation parameters that could be implemented on both the programs. Table 1 Shows 

the List of Parameters involved in the Simulation. 

 

Highway Length 5000 m (meters) 

Number of Lanes 2 (Unidirectional) 

Simulation Time 40 s (seconds) 

Initial Speed 10 mps (meters per second) 

Maximum Speed 40 mps (meters per second) 

Safe Distance 2 m 

Politeness Factor 0.4 

 

Table 1 List of Simulation Parameters 
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4. Simulations 
I ran two sets of Simulations of the two different programs (ASH and Treiber’s 

MicroApplet). Each set consisted of two different Simulations with two different input 

parameters. The tests for the second set (2.1 and 2.2) were very similar to the tests of the 

first set (1.1 and 1.2) with the only variation being the introduction of an obstacle in the 

form of an immobile vehicle after halfway through the simulation i.e. after 20 seconds of 

the simulation time. This obstacle was introduced to induce lane changing, which would 

help us test the MOBIL model.  

 

The first Simulation for both sets involved the same Simulation Parameters with the 

same Initial Speed and the same Initial Acceleration with the only variation in the Inflow 

rate. Inflow rate refers to the rate at which the vehicles entered the highway. We 

considered 5 different Inflow rates for tests 1.1 and 2.1 which are given below: 

(a) 20 Cars/40 s 

(b) 40 Cars/40 s 

(c) 60 Cars/40 s 

(d) 80 Cars/40 s 

(e) 100 Cars/40 s 

 

The second Simulation for both sets involved the same Simulation Parameters with the 

same Inflow rate and the same Initial Acceleration with the only variation in the Initial 

Speed. The following were the Initial Speeds of the vehicles entering the highway for the 

tests 1.2 and 2.2: 

(a) 10 mps 

(b) 15 mps 

(c) 20 mps 

(d) 25 mps 

(e) 30 mps 
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5. Evaluation and the Results obtained 
After running all the simulation, I recorded the results obtained from the two different 

programs (ASH and Treiber’s MicroApplet). In order to evaluate the results and draw an 

inference, I first had to make a graphical representation of all the data obtained to be able 

to analyze them in a better way. We have two different graphs for the two different sets 

which would make a total of four different graphs. The two different kinds of graphs are: 

(a) Flow vs. Density 

(b) Speed vs. Density 

 

The Flow vs. Density Graph takes into account the variation of Density (number of 

vehicles on the highway in every 100 m) with the variation in Inflow rate. Logically 

speaking, as the Inflow rate of the vehicles would increase, the Density of the vehicles is 

bound to increase. In other words, as the number of vehicles entering the highway 

increase ever second, the total number of cars on the highway would increase every 

second. Now, in the first set, this would be very easy to see.  

 

Graph 1 shows the variation of Flow vs. Density without considering an induced 

obstacle. However, it would become more complicated with the introduction of an 

obstacle. If there is an obstacle introduced to the highway, the congestion rate would 

increase significantly. Hence, the density would increase considerably.  

  

As we see in the graphs, the green line which represents the data obtained from the ASH 

simulator is very similar to the purple line which represents the data obtained from the 

Treiber’s MicroApplet. This information is helpful as it gives positive results. 
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Graph 1 Flow vs. Density (without Obstacle) 

 

 

Graph 2 represents the variation in Density with the change in Initial Speed with the 

introduction of an obstacle. It shows the high increase in density and indicates the 

difference in the two graphs from the two different sets. 
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Graph 2 Flow vs. Density (with Obstacle) 

 

 

Next, the Speed vs. Density Graph records the variation in Density with the variation in 

the Initial speed of the vehicles entering the highway. Again, logically speaking, as the 

Initial Speed of the vehicles would increase, the Density of the vehicles should decrease 

significantly. As the vehicles are leaving the highway at a greater speed, there is less 

congestion and hence the decrease in density.  
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Graph 3 Speed vs. Density (without Obstacle) 

 

Graph 3 represents the variation of Density with Initial Speed without the introduction of 

an obstacle. The result here is just as we expect. But, in the second set, i.e. with the 

introduction of an obstacle, the density would be pretty high for a lower speed after the 

introduction of an obstacle, but the density would decrease for a higher speed even after 

the introduction of an obstacle because if there is low density, there is a better chance of 

lane change and moving faster helps change the lane considerably.  
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Graph 4 Speed vs. Density (with Obstacle) 

 

 

Graph 4 represents the variation in Density with the change in Initial Speed with the 

introduction of an obstacle. As, seen before, the green line representing the data obtained 

by ASH almost coincides with the purple line representing Treiber’s MicroApplet.  
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6. Conclusion 
The evaluation of all the graphs obtained shows that the results obtained from the tests 

run on the ASH vehicular simulator coincide with the results obtained from the tests run 

on the Treiber’s MicroApplet enable us to draw an inference that the IDM and MOBIL 

models that were added to the vehicular simulator ASH function analogous to the ideal 

functioning of the IDM and MOBIL parameters as shown in the Treiber’s MicroApplet. 

Hence, we can conclude that the IDM and MOBIL vehicular mobility models in the 

vehicular simulator ASH are validated. 
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Appendix 
Treiber’s MicroApplet  

MainLoop.java 

 

import java.awt.*; 

import java.util.Vector; 

import java.lang.*; 

 

public class MainLoop implements Runnable, Constants 

{ 

 private MicroStreet microstreet; 

 private Thread runner=null; 

     private double rdlen_m=1000.0, density=0.042, p_factor=0.0, deltaB=0.2; 

 private int fcnr=0, choice_Szen=2; 

 private double qIn = 0.6,perTr = 3.; 

 private boolean m_bExperiment = true;  

     private double tsleep_ms=2.; 

     private long m_LStartTime = 0; 

     private long m_LRunTime = 40;     

     private boolean m_bRunning = false;  

 double position; 

 long curr_time; 

 static long tim1; 

  

 public void init() 

 {  

for ( int i = 0; i<(MAX_RECORD_NUMBER + 1); i++) 

  { m_Cars[i] = new CarInfo(i); } 
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Microstreet=new 

MicroStreet(rdlen_m,density,p_factor,deltaB,fcnr,choice_Szen); 

 }  

int imaxinit = 500; 

     double[] pos = new double [imaxinit+1]; 

     int   [] lane = new int [imaxinit+1]; 

     double[] lengthVeh = new double [imaxinit+1]; 

     int[] nr = new int [imaxinit+1]; 

     int[] old_i = new int [imaxinit+1];   

     double[] old_pos = new double [imaxinit+1]; 

     int[] old_lane = new int [imaxinit+1]; 

     double[] posOn = new double [imaxinit+1]; 

    double[] old_posOn = new double [imaxinit+1]; 

     double[] lengthVehOn = new double [imaxinit+1]; 

     CarInfo [] m_Cars = new CarInfo[MAX_RECORD_NUMBER + 1]; 

     int [] CarId = new int [MAX_RECORD_NUMBER + 1]; 

     double []CarTime = new double [MAX_RECORD_NUMBER + 1]; 

     double [] CarCurrVelocity = new double[MAX_RECORD_NUMBER + 1]; 

 double [] CarCurrAcc = new double[MAX_RECORD_NUMBER + 1]; 

     static int m_iTestCarId = 4; 

     boolean m_bInitTestCarId = false; 

 

     class CarInfo 

 { 

      int m_iCarId; 

      int m_iCarIndex; 

      double m_dPos_m;    

      int m_iDirect; 
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      long m_LTime; 

      double m_dCurrTime; 

      double m_dStartTime; 

     double m_m_dCurrVelocity; 

  double m_m_dCurrAcc; 

      int m_iLane; 

      CarInfo(int iCarId) {m_iCarId = iCarId;} 

     } 

     private void PrintData(int imax) 

 { 

      int iCarId = 0;      

  if (imax > 0) 

{ 

System.out.println("\nCurrT\t\t"+"Pos\t\t"+"Offset\t\t"+"Index\t\t 

+"Speed\t\t"+"Accel\t\t"+"Lane\t\t");  

      for ( int i = 0; i< imax; i++) 

  { 

       iCarId = CarId[i]; 

   curr_time = 2*(this.m_Cars[iCarId].m_iCarIndex);     

   position = curr_time*(this.m_Cars[iCarId].m_m_dCurrVelocity); 

System.out.printf("%d\t\t%.2f\t\t%d\t\t%d\t\t%.2f\t\t%.2f\t\t%d\n 

curr_time,position,this.m_Cars[iCarId].m_iCarId,this.m_Cars[iCar

Id].m_iCarIndex,this.m_Cars[iCarId].m_m_dCurrVelocity,this.m_

Cars[iCarId].m_m_dCurrAcc, this.m_Cars[iCarId].m_iLane); 

} 

} 

private int prepareVehData() 

   { 

      Vector positions=microstreet.positions; 
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      Vector numbers=microstreet.numbers; 

      Vector lanes=microstreet.lanes; 

      Vector vehid = microstreet.id; 

      Vector vehtime = microstreet.time; 

      Vector vehvelocity= microstreet.currvelocity; 

  Vector vehacc= microstreet.curracc;    

      Vector lengths=microstreet.lengths; 

      Vector old_positions=microstreet.old_pos; 

      Vector old_lanes=microstreet.old_lanes; 

      Vector old_numbers=microstreet.old_numbers; 

      int imax   = positions.size()-1; 

          int [] iSize = new int[21]; 

      iSize[0] = positions.size(); 

      iSize[1] = numbers.size(); 

      iSize[2] = lanes.size(); 

      iSize[3] = vehid.size(); 

      iSize[4] = vehtime.size(); 

      iSize[5] = vehvelocity.size(); 

  iSize[6] = vehacc.size(); 

      iSize[7] = lengths.size(); 

      iSize[8] = old_positions.size(); 

      iSize[9] = old_lanes.size(); 

      iSize[10] = old_numbers.size(); 

      imax = iSize[0]; 

 

      for (int i = 0; i < 20; i++) 

      { 

       if ( (iSize[i] >0 ) ) 

   { 
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            if ( (iSize[i] < imax) ) 

     imax = iSize[i];  

       } 

       else 

        break; 

      } 

      imax = imax -1; 

      for (int i=imax; i>=0; i--) 

  { 

       pos[i] = ((Double) positions.elementAt(i)).doubleValue(); 

       lane[i] = ((Integer) lanes.elementAt(i)).intValue(); 

       lengthVeh[i] = ((Double) lengths.elementAt(i)).doubleValue(); 

       nr[i] = ((Integer) numbers.elementAt(i)).intValue();      

       CarId[i] = ((Integer) vehid.elementAt(i)).intValue(); 

       CarTime[i] = ((Double) vehtime.elementAt(i)).doubleValue(); 

CarCurrVelocity[i] = ((Double) 

vehvelocity.elementAt(i)).doubleValue();       

   CarCurrAcc[i] = ((Double) vehacc.elementAt(i)).doubleValue();    

   if ( CarId[i] > 0) 

   { 

        m_Cars[CarId[i]].m_iCarId = CarId[i]; 

        m_Cars[CarId[i]].m_iCarIndex = i; 

        m_Cars[CarId[i]].m_dPos_m = pos[i]; 

        m_Cars[CarId[i]].m_dCurrTime = CarTime[i]; 

        m_Cars[CarId[i]].m_iDirect = DIRECTION_W2E; 

     

 m_Cars[CarId[i]].m_m_dCurrVelocity=CarCurrVelocity[i]; 

    m_Cars[CarId[i]].m_m_dCurrAcc = CarCurrAcc[i]; 

        m_Cars[CarId[i]].m_iLane =  lane[i]; 
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       } 

 

      if((m_bInitTestCarId==false)&&(Math.abs(m_iTestCarId-CarId[i])<=1)) 

  { 

       m_iTestCarId = CarId[i]; 

       m_bInitTestCarId = true; 

      } 

 } 

 }     

     

private void NormalStart() 

{ 

  long SimulationTime = m_LRunTime*1000; 

while (Thread.currentThread()== runner) 

 { 

         try {Thread.sleep((long)tsleep_ms);} catch (InterruptedException e) { ; } 

         if (m_bRunning == false) 

  { 

          m_LStartTime = System.currentTimeMillis(); 

          m_bRunning = true; 

          }          

microstreet.update(TIMESTEP_S,choice_Szen,density,qIn,perTr,p_factor

, deltaB); 

             int imax = prepareVehData();             

             ProcessData(imax);             

             if ((System.currentTimeMillis() - m_LStartTime)%5000 == 0) 

  { PrintData(imax); }            

             

         if (m_bExperiment == true) 
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  {          

 

if(System.currentTimeMillis()>=(m_LStartTime+SimulationTime)) 

return; 

  }         

          }         

    } 

    public void stop() 

    { 

     long tim2 = System.currentTimeMillis(); 

 System.out.println("End Time: "+tim2);   

 long tim3 = tim2 - tim1;   

 System.out.println("Difference in time: "+tim3);   

     System.out.println("MainLoop.stop()"); 

     if (runner != null) 

 { 

      Thread waitFor = runner; 

      runner = null; 

      try {waitFor.join((long)tsleep_ms);} catch (InterruptedException e){} 

     } 

    } 

    public void destroy() 

   { stop(); } 

   public void run() 

  { 

 init(); 

        NormalStart(); 

     stop(); 

     System.exit(0); 
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    } 

 

public void start(int choice_Szen, double density) 

{ 

System.out.println("*1** rdlen_m="+rdlen_m+", density="+density+", 

p_factor="+p_factor+", deltaB="+deltaB+", fcnr="+fcnr+", 

choice_Szen="+choice_Szen);      

     microstreet=new MicroStreet(rdlen_m, 

density,p_factor,deltaB,fcnr,choice_Szen); 

         if (runner==null) 

 { 

             runner=new Thread(this); 

             runner.start(); 

         }      

  } 

  public static void calcTim(long tim) 

  { tim1 = tim; } 
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ASH 

HighwayMobilitytest.java 

 

package driver; 

import jist.swans.Constants; 

import jist.swans.misc.Util; 

import jist.swans.misc.HighwayLocation; 

import jist.swans.misc.Location; 

import jist.swans.app.AppHeartbeat; 

import jist.swans.app.AppInterface; 

import jist.swans.app.AppJava; 

import jist.swans.field.Field; 

import jist.swans.field.HighwayMobilityInfo; 

import jist.swans.field.Mobility; 

import jist.swans.field.HighwayMobility; 

import jist.runtime.JistAPI; 

 

public class HighwayMobilitytest  

{ 

  public static final int PAUSE_TIME = 30; 

   public static final int GRANULARITY = 10; 

   public static final int MIN_SPEED = 20; 

   public static final int MAX_SPEED = 100;   

    

private static Location.Location2D convertHWLocTo2DLoc(HighwayLocation 

_hwloc) 
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   { 

    long x,y; 

    Location.Location2D _loc2d;    

    y=_hwloc.getOffset();      

    if(_hwloc.getDirection()) 

{ 

x=1*((_hwloc.getLaneId()*Constants.HIGHWAY_LANE_WIDT

H )+(Constants.HIGHWAY_LANE_WIDTH/2));  

} 

    else 

{ 

x=((_hwloc.getLaneId()*Constants.HIGHWAY_LANE_WIDTH 

)+(Constants.HIGHWAY_LANE_WIDTH/2));  

}    

    _loc2d=new Location.Location2D(x,y); 

    return _loc2d; 

   }     

public static void createNode(int i,Field field,boolean _dir,int _laneid,long 

_offset, int MobilityType) 

   { 

   HighwayMobilityInfo vehicle; 

    Constants.VH [i]=vehicle; 

    if (MobilityType==Constants.MOBILITY_TYPE_STATIC) 

    {  

vehicle.setMobilityType(Constants.MOBILITY_TYPE_STATIC); 

   vehicle.setCurrentSpeed(0);  

}            

   }     

   public static void createSim() 
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   { 

Location.Location2D bounds = new Location.Location2D(200000, 

200000); 

      HighwayMobility mobility=new HighwayMobility();    

      mobility.init(); 

  int CAR_ID=0; 

  int vehciles_count=10; 

  int offset=150;       

  for(int i=0;i<vehciles_count;i++) 

  { 

createNode(CAR_ID,field,false,0,offset,radioInfoShared,protMap,

plIn,plOut,Constants.MOBILITY_TYPE_MOBILE); 

        JistAPI.sleep(2*Constants.SECOND); 

CAR_ID++;      

createNode(CAR_ID,field,false,1,offset,radioInfoShared,protMap,

plIn,plOut,Constants.MOBILITY_TYPE_MOBILE); 

        JistAPI.sleep(2*Constants.SECOND); 

        CAR_ID++; 

        offset--; 

   }          

   JistAPI.endAt(Constants.SECOND*Constants.SIMULATION_TIME); 

   }  

  

   public static void main(String[] args) 

   {    

    System.out.println("Hello World!!");       

    createSim();     

   } 

} 


